
The ease, convenience, and comfort 
of Compex HD make it a must have 
for your practice.
For optimum temperature, all the benefits of heated delivery, Compex HD 
delivers the perfect flow for all restorative procedures including injection 
molding and porcelain cementation. Compex HD heats all compules to 155˚F 
(68˚C) in 1-2 minutes. Up to 100 compules can be dispensed without 
recharging. This all-in-one, light weight, heated dispenser saves space and 
easily moves from room to room. Fast compule insertion saves time and are 
easy to eject when doing multiple restorations or layering. Infection control 
is addressed with included autoclavable silicone sleeves and barrier bags 
that prevent cross contamination. 

Features
 y Light weight handheld rechargeable device

 y Heats all makes of compules

 y Heats compules in 1-2 minutes

 y Heats all compules to 155˚F (68˚C)

 y Heats up to 100 compules without recharging

 y Easy to load and unload with patented ejector mechanism

 y Silicon sleeve seals compule orifice

 y Barrier bag covers entire handle

 y Short recharge time

Benefits
 y Comfortable all in one heater and dispenser – saves space, easily 

moved room to room

 y Heats all composite compules currently on the market

 y Quick turn around with next compule

 y Delivers all compules without temperature loss. Makes all composite 
materials easy to extrude

 y Charge no more than once per week under normal use

 y Fast compule insertion and removal saves time

 y Autoclavable silicone sleeve covers entire length of compule and 
heater for ideal asepsis

 y Disposable barrier bag minimizes cross contamination by dentist or 
assistant

COMPEX HD THERMAL ASSISTED COMPOSITE DISPENSER 
 

COMPEX HD BARRIER BAGS 150-PACK 
 

COMPEX HD SILICONE SLEEVE 10-PACK 
 

COMPEX HD SILICONE SLEEVE W/COMPULE OPENING 10-PACK
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Benefits of pre-heated composite:

 y Ease of dispensing viscous materials.

 y Greater depth of polymerization and increased 
strength

 y Shorter curing time

 y Better adaptation to cavity walls

 y Less microleakage

 y Better colour stability

 y Less shrinkage and shrinkage stress.

 y Less enamel fractures due to shrinkage stress.

 y Less patient post-operative sensitivity.

 y Longer lasting restoration.

Compex HD™

THERMAL ASSISTED COMPOSITE DISPENSER


